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The B2000 Product Guide Mighty B2000 mono block head has been named King of Bass Amplifiers for one reason - its massive 2050 W. Its style offers a classic boutique look that partly comes from large brass-knurled chrome handles that offer a solid feel when using controls. Featured in a 19 2U rack mount pack weighing less than 14 pounds, the days of
80 pounds of amps are over. But more than power, this great tone of this amplifier produces from its CLASS A presyng, 6 active equalizers and warm tube 12AX7. Light weight B2000, premium features, rugged design, including an exclusive lock in the AC cord, offer a bass player that he/she needs to be heard and felt. Nothing provides a better base than
the B2000 - huge power and great tone. High Headroom Tube Driven Power Amp High Power B2000 produces 700w RMS at 8 ohms, 1300w for 4 ohms or 2050w at 2 ohms. The B2000 uses three different transparent limiters to maintain its high stock to provide ultra clean power even with extreme slap strings. For extra heat, use the internal 12AX7 TUBE,
which uses two steps that precede the power amplifier section. Drive Management DRIVE adjusts the input level to the pre-suspension of CLASS A and compensates for the sensitivity of the input of various bass pickups. DRIVE will add harmonic content to your sound when approaching 10 on the dial, which pushes CLASS A preamps into sweet overdrive.
The chain's dedicated tone tone begins with a boutique flat answer. However, 6 active tone schemes are available to cut out your signature sound, starting with SUB BASS. Its simple but powerful controls make it easy to type in perfect tone without fuss with lots of handles. Direct exit from the features of the DI LEVEL control and pre/post switch on the back
of the XLR control balanced products on the back. The PRE setting is buffered directly from the first stages of pre-suspension to XLR. The POST setting includes the equalizer and EFFECTS LOOP, bypassing MASTER LEVEL. This allows you to make changes to the level without affecting the XLR output. The XLR is muted by the MUTE switch. The
GROUND LIFT switch next to the XLR helps isolate the drone to the recording console or PA. B2000 Features - MASTER level controls the overall level- ACTIVE/PASSIVE switch adapts entry for various bass-MUTE switch outputs can be involved for quick bass changes, which is also controlled by an additional FS22 footswitch-TUNER output jack
independent of the MUTE Switch-EFFECTS LOOP is designed to work with footpedals or rack processors, and switches from the front or with an additional FS22 footswitch - SPEAKER OUTPUTS have high current SPEAKON™ chest sockets that also take standard /4 cables- 94% effective CLASS D output provides high current for continuous 2 ohm
operation and cool runs, plus plus The less AC energy from the wall-switch power mode runs at 90,000 Hz, providing maximum efficiency while reducing heat and weight- Variable speed the fan runs silently while at low speeds-building features a solid metal control shaft with threaded metal bushing- MIL SPEC side-of-the-day, two-way, FR-4 Glass Epoxy
Resin- Exclusive AC Cord has lock function in to prevent accidental cord disconnection- Designed and built by Carwyn in U.S. OUTPUT specifications: POWER: 8 Ohms: 700w, 4 Oms: 1300w, 2 Ohms: 2050w- OUTPUT MODE: High Efficiency Technology CLASS D-POWER SUPPLY: High-frequency switch- REKUENANCE ANSWER: 0 Hz - 20 kHz
Amplifier section- DAMPING FACTOR: 300- PREAMP: 3 Stage CLASS A- PREAMP TUBE: 12AX7 Switch IN/FROM INPUT IMPEDANCE : zgt;200Kohms- ACTIVE/PASSIVE Input Jack : 10 dB Amplification switch - accommodates all bass- ACTIVE TONE CONTROLS: th/-12dB 40 Hz, 100 Hz, 400 Hz, 800 Hz, 2 kHz, 6 kHz- DI OUT with Pre/Post swtich: -
50 to 4 dBu adjustable, 6kHz- DI OUT with Pre/Post swtich: -50 to 4 dBu adjustable, DC Isolated XLR Exit- EFFECT LOOP: -10dBV, buffers - FS22 FOOTSWITCH: Control Graphic equalizer on/off - MUTE on/off-SOFT START: gradually turns on amplifier to prevent jumps that can travel breakers-PROTECTION: COLONKI, over current, energized and
thermal- AC VOLTAGE: 120V60Hz (230V 50 Hz -E models available) - Power requirements: 600VA-DIMENSIONS: 2U rack, 19 wide x 10.5 x deep 3.5 high NET WEIGHT: 14 lbs clean (5.2 kg)- WARRANTY: 1 year parts and labor-MADE In the U.S. A: Jamie Blooming I've never heard such an amazing sounding amp. My bass is alive again! Sookie Dallas
TXURL: just got my new B2000 bass amp.... What can I say. Straight forward design, no frills, just solid tone and tons of stock. I have a B1500 and love it... The B2000 is a lot lighter and gives a little more sand thanks to the front of the tube. It's always nice that other bass players come up and tell you your bass beats are like a freight train! Thanks again to
Carwyn!!! Andrew Delunas of Santa Cruz, California I have had a B2000 for just over two months and I have nothing but positive things to say about it! Punchy, loud, deep, a lot of growl - in short, tone for a few days! And for less than $700 it just can't beat. Tim O'Brien of Huntsville, AL I have been using Carvin amplifiers for the past 15 years, so when it
came time to replace my aging R1000, the B2000 seemed like a logical choice. I've gigged with it a few times already, and wow, I'm impressed! There's a ton of stock, a great tone, and it's so easy, hard to believe how much energy he can I think this amplifier and I have a long future together, great work Carvin! Wayne Walker of Concord, California I had this
amplifier for 3 weeks and did 5-6 gigs with it. My mind is blown up! I don't think my SB5000 ever sounded as good as it does now. The B2000 is so clean, clean, and punchy, with tons of lower ends. I run it through Bergantino HT322 ... Massive! I'll never have to fight my bass player again. Carwyn did it again!!! Jay Ambrose Hickory, North Carolina Amazing
Amplifier Great Tone. Closes the thing for my Sansamp RBI in tone. Ideal for powering BRX10.4 cabins. I love it. Carvin B2000 Mono Block Bass Amp HeadMade in the good old U.S., serial number OD47856. This device is in good general condition. There is some remnants of glue on top of the head as well as some signs of general use and processing. It's
an absolutely titanic sonic amplifier! Big, full and very powerful, but very light! Here's all the information from Carvin; The mighty B2000 mono block head has been named King of Bass Amplifiers for one reason - its massive 2050 w. Its style offers a classic boutique look that partly comes from large brass-knurled chrome handles that offer a solid feel when
using controls. Featured in a 19 2U rack mount pack weighing less than 14 pounds, the days of 80 pounds of amps are over. But more than power, this great tone of this amplifier produces from its CLASS A presyng, 6 active equalizers and warm tube 12AX7. Light weight B2000, premium features, rugged design, including an exclusive lock in the AC cord,
offer a bass player that he/she needs to be heard and felt. Nothing provides a better base than the B2000 - huge power and great tone. High Headroom Tube Driven Power Amp High Power B2000 produces 700w RMS at 8 ohms, 1300w for 4 ohms or 2050w at 2 ohms. The B2000 uses three different transparent limiters to maintain its high stock to provide
ultra clean power even with extreme slap strings. For extra heat, use the internal 12AX7 TUBE, which uses two steps that precede the power amplifier section. Drive Management DRIVE adjusts the input level to the pre-suspension of CLASS A and compensates for the sensitivity of the input of various bass pickups. DRIVE will add harmonic content to your
sound when approaching 10 on the dial, which pushes CLASS A preamps into sweet overdrive. The chain's dedicated tone tone begins with a boutique flat answer. However, 6 active tone schemes are available to cut out your signature sound, starting with SUB BASS. Its simple but powerful controls make it easy to type in perfect tone without fuss with lots
of handles. Direct exit from the features of the DI LEVEL control and pre/post switch on the back of the XLR control balanced products on the back. The PRE setting is buffered directly from the first stages of pre-suspension to XLR. The POST setting includes the equalizer and EFFECTS LOOP, bypassing MASTER LEVEL. This allows you to contribute level
without affecting the XLR output. The XLR is muted by the MUTE switch. The GROUND LIFT switch next to the XLR helps isolate the drone to the recording console or PA. Pa. Features - MASTER Level controls the overall level - ACTIVE/PASSIVE switch adapts entry for various bass outputs - THE MUTE switch can be involved for rapid bass changes,
which is also controlled by additional FS22 footswitch - TUNER output jack is not dependent on the MUTE switch™ - EFFECTS LOOP is designed to work with footpedals or rack processors, and switches from the front panel which also take standard 1/4 cables - 94% effective output class D provides high current for continuous 2 om work and cool runs, and
also uses less AC energy from the wall - switch power mode Works at 90,000 Hz delivery of maximum efficiency while reducing heat and weight - Variable speed fan works silently while at low speeds - Building features solid metal control shaft with threaded metal bushings - Circuit , two-way, FR-4 glass epoxy resin - Automatic switching of AC input functions
for 120V 60 Hz or 240V 50 Hz - Exclusive AC cord has a lock function in to prevent accidental cord shutdown - Designed and built by Carwyn in USAOUTPUT POWER: 8 Ohms: 700w, 4 Ohms: 1300w, 2 OMS: 2050wOUTPUT MODE: High Efficiency TECHNOLOGY CLASS DPOWER SUPPLY: high-frequency switchREENSI ANSWER: 1b 20 Hz - 20 kHz
amplifier sectionDAMPING FACTOR: 3 stage CLASS A PREAMP TUBE: 12AX7 Switched in/outINPUT IMPEDANCE: zgt;200KohmsACTIVE/PASSIVE Input Jack: 10 dB Amplification Switch - holds all bassES ACTIVE TONE CONTROLS: 100 Hz, 400 Hz, 800 Hz, 2 kHz, 6kHzDI OUT with Pre/Post swtich: -50 to 4 dBu adjustable, DC Isolated XLR
OutputEFFECT LOOP: -10dBV, buffer FS22 FOOTSWITCH : Control Graphic equalizer in/off : gradually turns on the amplifier to prevent jumps that can travel breakersPROTECTION: dynamics, over current, voltage and thermalAC VOLTAGE: 120V 60Hz (230V 50 Hz available) - Power requirements: 600VADIMENSIONS: 2U rack, 19 Wide x 10.5 x Deep
3.5 highNET WEIGHT: 14 lbs Pure (5.2 kg) WARRANTY: 1 Year Parts and LaborMADE In the U.S. Birdhouse Music is an independent owner and is operated by a musical instrument dealer located in the historic city center of Northampton, Massachusetts. We have been serving the needs of local musicians for the past three years and look forward to
seeing you about your next instrument. Birdhouse Music specializes in used gear and we love trading them. We are also dealing with lots and tool rentals. Birdhouse also has on-site luthier to assist in repair and maintenance or you string instruments, as well as amplifier repairs, wood wind and brass and more. We are dealers for Eastman, Blue Ridge,
Kentucky and many other tools. Please don't forget to stop by and visit, we would like to meet you! Birdhouse Music Tools of All
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